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Abstract - Real time crime intelligence system is where detecting the crime pattern and its frequency in the respective localities the respective paper concentrate particularly about the crime even which happen in very small localities, by developing a system application for the investigating agencies by using the concepts of data mining with the help of comparative analysis of two algorithms i.e. Apriori and apriori tid with the association rule combined. Which lead to the decrease in the crime rate because precaution is better than cure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Every nation suffer from a tremendous rapid crime rate which is increasing day to day which lead to the insecurity felling to every individuals leading their lives in every nation and countries. Many investigation agencies are trying technological improvisation in their investigation to solve the problem in the aspect of crime.

The paper represents the project developed by an author in the form of system application in the field of crime. The application is a real time application where it can be installed and run and make usage of it with any system environment. The new approach in the application developed is, there is an comparative analysis of two algorithm which were used to develop an system application i.e. apriori and apriori where the two algorithms which were used with the same datasets to demonstrate apriori tid algorithm is more better than apriori algorithm with respect to the timeliness. Where the time taken for the data processing by the apriori tid is less when compared to the apriori algorithm. Where both the algorithm works similarly but differ only in few algorithmic steps. Association rule comes into picture in both the cases of algorithms. We are using a little old but very widely used waterfall model here where http works as data protocol. In early crime applications the frequency of the crime in small localities where not given importance where as in this paper it tells us that here crimes at small localities where given importance with the mitigation of crime rate with the help of the application developed with new technologies like the proposed algorithm. Results in crime detection at an early stage by informing about the crime prediction to every local crime stations or to any local investigation agencies.

Fig1: Architecture of the project.
2. LITERATURE SURVEY

In this paper the author has explained about mainly the data accessing method where it is accessed through only when perfect crime recorded time provided otherwise the respective IA's cannot access the crime details about the respective crimes[1]. Here they have deployed the Navies algorithm with the Mongo db as the database storage in the machine learning as the main project development domain.

In this paper the datasets are mainly held by the clustering analysis method with the support of k-means algorithm. Clustering method is deployed under the guidance of some data mining techniques. Here the data at the basic level will be examined in a detail manner [2].

In this paper the details about the crime must be fed to the system properly if any one among this two fails the application will not work accurately because the application in this paper will extract the crime details only on the basis of the exact time and place provided by the police department or any IAs. Visualization of the results is given more importance here where the crime details or output of the crime are clearly depicted to the public and police department clearly by the application by using some visual effects like color representation according to the crime rate inside a particular nation. As usually here also data mining and apriori algorithm concepts are used [3].

3. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

To achieve the aim of this system, the system requirements need to be determined. In this part the detail of the requirements will be determined in the following steps:

System Requirements

Functional Requirements: these requirements are ways used to determine the functions of the system or the components of these functions. It could be processing data, calculations, organizing instructions or other things needed to be done by the system regarding user requirements.

Few functional requirements of the project described in the paper are depicted below:

- The system consists of mainly 3 actors in it as: Admin, Public, IA.
- Admin only one who registers IA.
- System proposed which is depicted in the paper works on the basis of previous crime databases.

The system requirements of this project are

Software requirement:
- Frame work: DOTNET
- IDE: Visual Studio 2010
- Front end: ASP.NET 4.0
- Programming Language: C#.NET
- Back End – MS SQL Server

Hardware Requirements
- RAM: 1GB+
- Processor: Pentium 4+
- Processor Speed: 2 ghz+
- Hard Disk: 20GB+

4. DESIGN

The two major components of system development are system analysis and system design. The system architecture is established in system design phase. It maps the requirement into architecture. The components, their interfaces and behaviors are defined in architecture. The design document describes a plan to implement the requirement.

![Data Flow Diagram (DFD) (Admin)](image)

Fig2: Data Flow diagram showing communication between publisher and subscriber.

Fig2 depicts the high level design of the project i.e. dataflow diagram of the admin. Where he is one who adds the IAs and also the activities like adding the
cities, areas and view and control all the activities established in the project.

**Fig3: Sequence diagram of the visitor**

Fig3 explains about the activities carried out by the visitors in the project it is the public where they are notified about the recent crime details like the time and the crime occurred to the public in order to maintain precautionary measurement in their respective localities.

**Fig4: Sequence diagram of admin part.**

In the Fig4 we have again a low level diagram i.e. Sequence diagram but it depicting the sequence diagram of the admin part in the project where we have Sequence diagram of admin functionality by its communication between server with many functionalities like authentication verification by ID and PWD verification techniques. And adding cities areas and types and viewing all of these will be held in between Home and Server side.

### 3. CONCLUSIONS

Real time crime intelligent system of this paper mainly focuses on the crime rate minimization and crime minimization especially in small and very small areas or localities and also the project has used the very recent technology like data mining concepts with the two trending algorithms in data mining for the development of the application.

In the lines for the further enhancement, the project is developed in more graphical and visualization concepts where the output of the crime news which will be outputted from the application can be more improvised like sending the crime trends and the crime rates of the respective localities to the public living in the same locality through the SMS or Mailing.
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